
FIG. 9. An early model of the W a c  Corporal missile 
with four fins. 

500 feet long. 16 feet deep. and 12 feet wide. Astride 
the channel rides a towing carriage. the wheels mounted 
on carefully-leveled steel tracks running the length of 

ode1 is attached to !be free end of the strut. When 
carriage is lowered. the model is submerged ready 

r testing. Electrical .-itrain-gauges installed within the 
ode1 connect throiiqli the strut with an oscillograph in 

the carriage. As the carriage tows the model the length 
of the channel, the strain-gauges measure the liydro- 

the model. and the forces 

urface of a model is studied visuallv and recorded bv 

ie Laboratory. Work on the new propellant pro 
TI rapidly after potassium nitrate was introdncei 
Â¥de to slow the burnine rate. .., 

liner mentioned in connection with JATO 
, wab subjected to tests simulating launching from 
rplane flying at different velocities up to 400 miles 
our. (See Fig. 7.) 
rocket unit launched at high velocity hits the water 
such terrific force that it was feared the impact 

the propellant or liner, or  else separate the 
ropellant from the liner, or perhaps separate the liner 
rom ihe steel walls of the motor. A n y  one of these 
ishap't would render undependable the firing of a unit. 

t was necessary, also, to determine the effect of tempera- 
upon the ability of the propellant and liner to with- 

d the impact fo l lowin~aunch ing .  
he test procedure was to launch a dummy torpedo 

ed with a loaded, solid-propellant motor, then later to 
re the unit in a test pit %here. if it exploded. it would 

o harm. Result? showed GALCIT 65 capable of 
t and insmpac t  resulting from launching velocities 

to 385 miles per hour. The launchingttests Bere made 
the Torpedo Launching Range ddevloped by the Cali- 
nia Institute of T e c l i n o i o ~  for the Na%y at Morris 

member, 1911 In January, 1944, Major General G.  M. 
Barnes requested, in a letter addressed to Dr. von Kar- 
man, that the Jet Propulsion Laboratory undertake a 
research and development program on long-range jet- 
propelled missiles. The project was the first of its kind 
in the United States and is based upon a contract between 
the A.S.F. Ordnance Department and the Laboratory. 
As a result, the A.A.F. and the Ordnance Department 
utilize cooperatively the staff and facilities of the 

long-range. Jet-propelled missiles. - . . .  
launching equipment 

as to providr experimental data on the e 

fins, each extending 12 " - - - "  :.,.,.- 

Approx ima~e l~  3 feet long, 
a sharp nose rlrnigned for sup 

uided at tlic a f t  end by four 

ntially thc same rocket as the Private A; 
ns ead of four symmetrical guiding fins at the aft en 
t had one fin aiid t w o  horizontal lifting surfaces with 



total span of nearly five feet. At the forward end of the tion to' meteofolo~cal instruments, were parachute and 
missile, to trim it in  flight- were two stubby wings, their automatic devices for releasing both the entire nose cone 
total span less than three feet. and the parachute; an arrangement that recommended 

The firing tests were at  the Hueco Range- Fort Bliss, itself if the instruments installed were to be recovered 
Texas, April 1-13, 1945. The Range was equipped with intact. 
radar for tracking the flight path of missiles, and with The booster, planned originally to accelerate the mis- 
cameras for  recording initial trajectories. Though the sile. proved to be inadequate. Substituted for it \\?as a 
tests provided valuable data of a higl~l~technical nature. modification of the Navy rocket known as Tiny Tim. 
they demonstrated that a missile with lifting surfaces Changes were made in the fins and nose and thrust was 
requires flight control equipment for regular flight. increased. Designed to deliver thrust of 30,liOO pouiuls 

for one second. the rorket was modified to deliver 50,000- 
pound thrust for little more than half a secoiicl. 

THE WAC CORPORAL Calculations indicatccl, however, that in little more 
By f a r  the most spectacular missile the ~ ~ b ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~  lias than half a second the booster and missile would rise 

developed is a rocket with the code name wac corpo. ")me 216 feet, a prohibitive height for a launching 
ral. It was tested during the autumn of 1945. Some lower. It was decicie(1, therefore- to retain a lower 
information about the missile was released in ~ ~ ~ ~ h .  height of 100 feet. the height agreed upon earlier to meet 
19.1,6. yaw that the ORDCIT contract has heen reclassi. specifications as planned originally. Design had to allow. 
fied, tile ,4rmv ordnance ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~ t  is at liberty to then, for part of the Loost to take place in free Iliglit, 
release more about the story of the Wac Corporal from tinguided by the launchiii!; tower. 
its inception to the flight test already reported. The launcher. fabricated of structural steel, as de- 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ b ~ ~ .  1944, the ordnance ~ ~ ~ ~ r t m e ~ t  re. picted in Fig. 10, was a triangular tower 102 feet high, 
the ORDCIT project to iIlvestieate the feasibility with three launching rails set 120Â apart. providing an 

a high.altitude rocket to carry twentyfive pounds of rllective length slightly more than 80 feet, after allow. 
nleteorological equipment to  an  altitude of at least ante for the height of the tower base. Piping was 
100.000 feet3 or nineteen miles, in accordance attached to the launcher for servicina: the missile with 
with a requirement of the Signal Corps. propellants and compresed air. A Field Service Trailer 

The investigation evaluated alternatives for meeting simplified the handling of the propellants. 
certain of the requirements. It was decided, for example, A bomb-proof control house. erected approximately 
to initiate {light with a booster, ,and to a launching 500 feet from the launching ton-er. housed measuring 
lower for guidance of the missile until it achieved a instruments and fire control and communication equip- 
velocity safe for holding vertical flight. The alternative nlent. 
would have required equipment even more complicated 
than a launcher and hoostcr to control the flight of the THE 

missile on its upward course. Firing tests of tlic Wac Corporal were carried out 
A feature of the experimenial program was the fal~ri-  

cation and test of a one-fifth scale model of the Wac FIG. 10. ~~~~~h~~ of +he wac ~~~~~~~l a+ +he white 
Corporal. The purpose of the test was to determine Sands Proving Ground. 
whether three tail fins %could suflice instead of the usual 
four. and whether the missile-booster cornhination chosen 
provisionally would perform as anticipated. Tests of the 
Baby Wac, made at  Goldstone Range, California, Jut 
3 to July 5. 1945. confirmed the choice of three fins an 
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Test Stand 
Testing has been a n  important part of aircraft 

manufacture, dating back to the day Leonardo da  
Vinci's laboratory helper jumped off a stable roof 
with the artist's "flying machine" strapped to his 
back. 

Leonardo's man Friday broke his leg and spent 
six months abed. Maybe the data gained by this 
experiment was  worth it-to Leonardo. Certainly 
the helper learned something. 

Northrop Aircraft, Inc., a leader in research and 
development aimed at  better aircraft, also is a 
leader in testing procedures, but they're a bit more 
advanced than da  Vinci's. The Northrop power- 
plant test-stand, l a rges t  a n d  most completely 
equipped in the world, now houses two of the most 
powerful aircraft engines yet developed. 

Power-plant test-stands, costly to build and oper- 
ate, have proved the best means of finding in ad-  
vance the answers to important questions which 
designers must know. Northrop's test-stand is a 
maze of delicate controls and instruments. Tests 
can be made of more than 1.200 temperatures and 
pressures, with the instruments requiring mainten- 
ance of 12 miles of sensitive wiring and tubing. 

Two external blowers of 250 horsepower each, 
ram 130,000 cubic feet of air per minute through 
the cooling systems, to simulate flight conditions. 
Thus the engineers can know, not guess, about 
such things a s  engine cooling under ground and 
flight conditions, engine oil cooling, propeller and 
structural vibration, carburetor heat and air filter. 
wing de-icing system operation and endurance 
under simulated long-range operation. 

This test-stand also is valuable as a full scale 
mockup, permitting design and fabrication check- 
up. Engine servicing and replacement of engines 
can be brought down to a n  exact science, and a n  
aircraft customer can know to a minute how many 
hours will be required under normal conditions to 
service and replace the engine in the plane he is 
buying. 

Power-plant test-stands, in addition to saving 
many hours Of expensive flight time, aid in elim- 
inating operational failures which otherwise might 
be costly and hazardous to flight test personnel. 

NORTHROP AIRCRAFT, INC. 

Builders of the BLACK WIDOW P-61 and 
Creators of the FLYING WING 

Hawthorne, California 

at the White Sands Proving Grounds, Las Cruces, New 
Mexico, between September 26 and October 25, 1945. 
Tracked by radar the missile reached, a s  reported, an 
altitude of about 43.5 miles in vertical flight. The great 
increase in altitude over that planned in preliminary 
estimates was the result primarily of reduction in weight 
achieved by changes and improvements made as the 
design matured, and of the added impulse provided by 
the Tiny Tim rocket adopted as a booster. 

The Ordnance Department acted as coordinator for the 
various organizations involved in the development and 
firing of the missile. The ORDCIT Project was responsi- 
ble for the preparation of each round for firing, and for 
the technical phases of the firing program. The Signal 
Corps, besides providing weather data, provided the 
equipment for tracking and for receiving signals from 
radio sonde sets released from the missile. The Aberdeen 
Ballistic Research Laboratory installed and operated five 
special camera units and three radar stations located at 
strategic points around the launcher. 

REMOTE CONTROL AND THE TRANSMISSION 
OF FLIGHT DATA 

As part of the ORDCIT Project, the Laboratory is at 
work upon a system designed for the remote control of 
guided missiles; and upon two systems for transmitting 
to ground stations data from vehicles in flight. 

This control system has been designed, not to meet 
service requirements, but as a means to study control 
problems. The position of the missile in flight will be 
plotted by radar, recording the trajectory in both hori- 
zontal and vertical planes so that deviations will be 
apparent. A radio link will be provided for an operator 
on the ground to signal corrections to the missile, which 
automatically will apply them. All the control equip- 
ment is to be mounted in the nose cone of the missile. 

THE GRADUATE COURSE IN JET PROPULSION 

At the request of the A.A.F. Materiel Command, three 
years ago, a course in Jet Propulsion was instituted at 
the California Institute of Technology by the staffs of 
the Guggenheim Aeronautical Laboratory and the Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory. The course has been limited to 
officers of the Army and Navy assigned for graduate 
study at the California Institute of Technology. How- 
ever, provision has recently been made to open the 
course to a few especially-selected civilian students. 

The course covers the basic nrincinles of all known 
jet-propelled power systems, and the performance of jet- 
propelled devices. The Laboratory offers the students 
first-hand experience with working models of various 
types of power systems. 
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